The experiment embraces rhizomatic thinking and nomadic subjectivities because it involves taking up performative new materialist methodologies, through practices of wandering/wondering, gathering, sharing, grappling and curating. Such practices require a different logic, an engagement with and attentiveness to sinuous processes and practices. Sharing sounds, images, stories and figures gathered through doing and thinking a performative experiment allows for a focus on the patterns created and the traces left by the multiple complex figurative entities (including labyrinthing, string figuring, darkness) encountered and the wandering/wondering throughout spacetimematter. The types of stories created and told from the darkness/forest experiment draw attention to ways of being, ways of knowing, and ways of becoming together that disrupt, transmogrify, revitalize, and generate other ways.
"The labyrinth incorporates the peripheral sensory organs for balance and hearing, in a delicate membranous network (incorporating the utricle, saccule, semi-circular canals and cochlea)". http://patient.info/doctor/labyrinthitis
The surest way to experience the labyrinth's intricate pathway and feel the cunning blend of concealment and revelation is the pathalways seeming to take you to the centre, only then to swing back out again, suddenly finds you standing at the centre, unsure how you arrived -is to go and walk, or run, one of the ancient labyrinths that still exist".
http://www.labyrinthos.net/labyrinthstory.html As Alaimo & Hekman (2008: 12-13 ] urge, we might work with Haraway's stories to be reminded that our understanding of nature should incorporate historically located people, other organisms and technological artefacts. "Nature" must encompass demarcation and continuity among actors that are both human and nonhuman, organic and inorganic. The practice of otherworldly conversations in which various nonhuman entities participate as subjects rather than objects -provides one model for ethical relations that respect difference and allow for mutual transformation. Or in the words of Haraway herself:
"We must find another relationship to nature besides reification, possession, appropriation, and nostalgia. No longer able to sustain the fictions of being either subjects or objects, all the partners in the potent conversations that constitute nature must find a new ground for making meanings together." (Haraway, 2008:158 Among the Hopi of northern Arizona, the Labyrinth is depicted in two forms. One known as Tápu'at (Mother and Child), has a subtle reconnection of the lines to produce one labyrinth within another, the Mother Earth symbol depicting the unborn child within the womb of its mother and cradled in her arms after birth.
http://www.labyrinthos.net/centre.html
The forest/darkness experiment responds to some of Haraway's (1997 Haraway's ( , 2004 Haraway's ( , 2008 invitations to untangle a ball of yarn: pull out the threads, follow the actors, loosen the knots through affective, bodily, worldly experiments.
The analyst is always already in a cathetic relationship to the object of analysis and s/he needs to excavate the implication of this bond of her/his being in this world in this way rather than some other. is about location and historical specificity, and it is about a kind of assemblage, a kind of connectedness to the figure and the subject." (Haraway, 2004: 338) 
